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Abstract: Genetic algorithm is very powerful technique to find approximate solution to search problems or patterns through application based on biological terms. Genetic algorithms use biologically inspired techniques such as genetic inheritance, natural selection, mutation, and sexual reproduction (recombination, or crossover. The general strengths of genetic algorithms lie in their ability to explore the search space efficiently through parallel evaluation of fitness and mixing of partial solutions through crossover, maintain a search frontier to seek global optima and solve multi-criterion optimization problems. In this paper, Application based on scheduling static tasks in homogeneous parallel system is discussed. Especially uni-processor system would not be sufficient enough to execute all the tasks parallel so it requires an efficient algorithm to determine when and on which processor a given task should execute. A static task can be partitioned into a group of subtasks and represented as a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), that problem can be stated as finding a schedule for a DAG to be executed in a parallel multiprocessor system.
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I. Introduction

The field of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC) was first described by Turing, who suggested a base model for the genetic algorithm in 1945. Firstly genetic algorithm [8, 9] is used in 1950s to study about actual biological evolution. Today genetic algorithm is used in many scientific research fields including computer science and electronics and microchip design, embedded system, task scheduling, game theory etc. Also genetic algorithm is very popular searching procedure for pattern matching on the law of selection, genetic operation and mutation. Because genetic algorithms are based on a biological model, much of the terminology is taken from the biological analogy. GAs can be used to perform meta-learning, or higher-order learning, by extracting features (Raymer et al., 2000), or selecting training instances (Cano et al., 2003), selecting features (Hsu, 2003). They have also been applied to combine or fuse classification functions

II. Genetic Algorithm cycle

Firstly we have to generate the initial population which consists of a group of chromosomes. Initial population is generated randomly and each chromosome is bit strings which carries the information about the problem. Then we have to check the fitness for each chromosomes present in the initial population. Fitness means the maximum possibilities of that chromosome to be the part of final search or the chromosomes gives the best possible solution of the given problem. This can be evaluated by calculating the main objective function in decoded form. According to the fitness level of chromosomes we select the chromosomes to create the new chromosomes from current population using genetic operation which includes crossover and mutation. Crossover is a process of recombination of one highest fitness level chromosomes to the other highest fitness level of chromosomes present in current population to produce offspring that contain the property of its parent chromosomes. Parent chromosomes are selected on the basis of survival of the fitness mechanism in nature and thus offspring has higher chance of surviving in the next succeeding generation. There are many recombination processes but simplest one is randomly select one chromosomes bit data and swaps the leading or trailing bit with the other chromosomes respective leading of trailing bit data. Many GA practitioners consider the crossover operator to be the determining factor that distinguishes the GA from all other optimization algorithms.
Some of the chromosomes are chosen for the mutation in which random bits are changed. In the mutation process, an arbitrary number of bits from a chromosome are changed, dependent on a random variable associated with each bit. There are two reasons for mutation. First one is mutation reduces the chance that the population converges upon a solution that is not optimum (a local minimum) and second is the diversity of the population is increased and the introduced mutation may start the population heading towards the solution. Once crossover and mutation phase is completed then again fitness level of new chromosomes are checked same as their parent chromosomes. Then replacement strategies are used to remove existing chromosomes from current population to make space for new chromosome. Few of the best chromosomes generated after mutation are copied into the succeeding generation. The best method for replacement is elitist strategy which may increase the speed of domination of new old population by new chromosomes and enhance the performance. After replacement, algorithm checks whether the process should continue or not. And it is based on either the number of iteration is complete or predefined fitness level is reached by the top most chromosomes. If a termination criterion is not met then again we have to go to above procedure that is crossover and mutation.

III. Heuristics Genetic Algorithm

In general genetic algorithm, all the stages cycles are very simple that is creation of population generation, selection of parent chromosomes, recombination, mutation and replacement. Number of bit strings depends upon the given problem which varies with different specification of problem. But in heuristics genetic algorithm [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] numbers of bit strings are equal to the number of nodes (tasks) present in direct acyclic graph. In basic genetic algorithm, initial population is created randomly which create more irrelevant bit strings or difficulties. Hence to reduce this problem we used heuristics genetic algorithms to create initial population.

A. Frame of solution

1. Scheduling the task according to its priorities and that condition should be satisfied.
2. Each task should be done once in the schedule [2].

Each schedule contain list of few tasks. And each list the order of all tasks in which tasks should be run.

![Fig 1: List Representation of a schedule](image)

B. Initial Population

To generate initial population, we require number of task, number of processor and population size. To avoid problem in assigning task, we set the priority of each task. Priority is decided on the basis of their completion time. It means the task which takes lesser time to complete will get the highest priority. This strategy is called min-min heuristic [1] or minimum time execution. Once precedence is done, the problem of same execution time is removed which generally comes in homogeneous parallel system as all the processor take same execution time to complete one task.
Rules for scheduling task for each iteration:
1. Arrange the order of task according to their execution time in ascending order.
2. Calculate top-level and bottom-level \([1]\) for each task.
3. Arrange the task having same execution time according to top-level or bottom-level in ascending or descending order respectively.
4. Assign the task to processor in order of top-level or bottom-level

Numbers of bit strings are equal to the number of nodes (tasks) present in direct acyclic graph (DAG).

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 2:** An example of a DAG

Bottom-level is defined as the length of longest path from current task to exit task. Top-level is defined as the length of longest path from entry task to current task.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task no.</th>
<th>Execution time</th>
<th>Top level</th>
<th>Bottom level</th>
<th>Order of execution according to execution time</th>
<th>Order of execution according to Top level</th>
<th>Order of execution according to Bottom level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**P3**
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FIGURE 3: Initial Population using (a) Top-level resolution (b) Bottom–level resolution

C. Fitness value [10, 11]

Some optimization criteria are also considered under which makespan and flowtime is minimized. Makespan is the time required by the job which is finished in last. Flowtime is the sum of finalization times of all the jobs.

\[
\text{Makespan: } \min \{ \max F_j \} \\
\text{Flowtime: } \min \{ \sum \max F_j \}
\]

\( F_j \) is the time required by the job which is finished in last. Sch is the set of all possible schedules.

D. Selection Operator

Selection operation is done with the help of above fitness value. Genetic algorithm uses selection operator to select the good chromosomes from the parent chromosomes to generate next generation according to the fitness value.

E. Crossover Operator

Crossover operator picks up two parent chromosomes from initial population having higher fitness values and randomly chooses their crossover points, and mates them to generated two child called offspring. Offspring represents the property of their parent chromosomes. Crossover points can be one and two both.

F. Mutation [2]
Genetic algorithm uses mutation operator which performs two major operations. One operation is swapping of allocation of two tasks which is selected randomly and other operation is picked up one task and changes its allocation. By doing so, makespan and flowtime is reduced.

IV. Conclusion

By using this heuristic genetic algorithm, we reduce the execution time and hence performance of the system is enhanced. It gives the best possible solution for assigning tasks to parallel multiprocessor system without any conflicts.
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